1999 wolverine 350

The Yamaha Wolverine created a buzz for sport-utility vehicles when it came out in During this
time, all efforts focused on improving all-terrain vehicles, leaving sport UTVs on the sidelines.
Fast-forward to today; the Wolverine series has evolved into a mighty four-wheeler that leads
the pack in technology features and ergonomic design. Apart from its intriguing moniker, quiet
year run, and grand comeback, is there more to this ATV than most people know? The Yamaha
Wolverine was the first true sport-utility four-wheeler. This light, agile, and robust vehicle set
the bar for hybrid UTVs during its time. It was both sporty and multifunctional and was fantastic
for leisurely trail rides and yard work. Learn more about its history, specs, known issues, and
corresponding fixes and more! A must-read for the Wolverine enthusiast! It was a utility style
ATV â€” a sporty option with specs that can undertake utility work around the house and farm.
The quad intended to provide torquey, smooth off-roading performance with its user-friendly,
straightforward features, and terrific handling for the occasional challenging rock ledges, dunes
, and high ridge-tops. It also featured other convenient functions that made it a well-known
choice for people who enjoyed trail riding in the deserts, woods, and grasslands. Adding a
winch, a snowplow, or a stereo are just some options, without mentioning what aftermarket
companies had to offer. This quad was solid as a tank. The Wolverine went through a year
hiatus, staying unchanged since its release in This bigger-engine version was produced until
when Yamaha pulled the plug on its manufacture after a collective year production run and a
waning in sales. No resource or reference explains why this brute was named the way it was. A
wolverine is ferocious and strong. This video by Paintballfunz gives a quick review of the
Yamaha Wolverine and shows viewers how to reverse using the four-wheeler:. It will go up to
mph by mph on a level road if jetted and fitted with an aftermarket exhaust. Top speed will still
depend on rider weight, tire pressure, and other factors. A Wolverine or older would be a
full-time 4WD and would work better if you get a kit to disengage the 4WD and use 2WD when
needed. Note that these are big-bore ATVs, so expect that these sports quads will smoke your
Wolverine anytime. The advantage of owning a Wolverine is that it is more versatile than the
rest â€” something that you can enjoy in both the sport and mudding realms. Its lighter engine
and stock tires also enable it to go faster. Plus, for old Wolverine models, they have the same
Warrior engine, which means that mods can be done more efficiently than newer-year models.
With its standout attributes comes its share of flaws. Here are the top five hitches Wolvi owners
experience based on forums , with corresponding recommendations on how to fix them:. Your
engine not starting accordingly or not starting at all, or your vehicle hesitating to accelerate are
all signs that you have this problem. Water in the gas tank could come from several sources,
such as rainwater that seeps through the nooks and crannies of your bike or a loose fuel tank
cap. Once you observe any of these indicators, immediately drain out all water either by
siphoning it from the gas cap or draining it through the drain plug located underneath the tank,
then refill it with a higher Octane unleaded gas. It is not wise to delay this as water can damage
your fuel injectors and engine systems. To find this out, bypass this by unbolting the starter
wire from the relay and placing it on the positive part of the battery. If the starter wire works
fine, then the relay is your problem, and you may have to replace it. What you initially have to do
is check the butterfly on the choke, clean the carb and air filter, and inspect the tank vent tube
to see if your engine is fuel-starved. If it is, drain the tank all the way, check for sediments, and
then refill it with a fresh 87 Octane unleaded gas. Additionally, get a clear plastic inline fuel filter
and spark plug, and put the right kind of wet clutch differential and final gear oil. If you have
completed all these steps and the issue still recurs when the engine gets hot, you may need to
check if your coil is breaking down and get a replacement. Otherwise, throttle responsiveness
should normalize by this time. You can do other things to free a stuck brake, such as rocking
your ATV back and forth or manually pulling the brake cables. You can also attempt to set and
release the brakes multiple times to see if you can knock the brakes free. Oh, I almost forgot â€”
before you try doing any of these hit-and-miss options, consider the ambient temperature. Your
Wolverine may need a little warmth to thaw in case your parking brake just froze up. This
problem starts when the clutch plates wear out and slide against each other instead of
grabbing. It is bound to happen since the plates rub against each other when the clutch is
engaged. Either that or the clutch springs have lost their tension. When you experience this, all
you have to do is lay the bike on its side, remove the clutch cover, and check the components.
No matter how superficial the damage is, it is always good to replace the drive, fiber plates, and
clutch springs. Clutch slipping is inevitable for ATV owners, which means that at some point,
you will need to buy a new clutch kit anyway. But thankfully, a lot of Yamaha communities and
forums provide support to Yamaha consumers, especially those who are either not tech-savvy
or new quad owners. If you encounter any of these issues and cannot get answers from your
group, there is always your backyard mechanic or a professional you can go to. Therefore, you
should know how to properly cold-start this workhorse to help clear up our driveways for more

years to come. Below are the steps to follow:. Yamaha Motor Company Limited is a Japanese
conglomerate that aspires to bring joy and enrich the lives of its customers through its
products and services. Their company mission is to create Kando, which means feeling deep
satisfaction and excitement when encountering something of great value. From its
establishment to date, Yamaha continues to live by its five shared values of Innovation,
Excitement, Confidence, Emotion, and Ties. It gave households the advantage of owning a
2-in-1 four-wheeler, but it also ignited innovation across ATV manufacturers. Synonymous with
hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This
multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through the years, This
wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. The Namesake No resource or reference explains why this
brute was named the way it was. It has a bore of 83 millimeters and a stroke of The engine is
forward-inclined with a displacement of cubic centimeters. Fuel tank capacity is 3. It has a
four-wheel-drive with a maximum power output of It also has an A. The rear suspension utilizes
a swing arm with single preload-adjustable shocks, a solid axle, and 7. Width is The vehicle
wheelbase is The seat height is The minimum turning radius of inches makes for a smoother
ride. It also features a winch, front and rear fenders, brash plates, integrated floorboards, and a
sports seat made of vinyl. It comes equipped with watt Krypton headlights and a watt taillight,
an under-seat storage box with a maximum load limit of 4. Wrap items in cushion material to
prevent damage. Yamaha Wolverine Review This video by Paintballfunz gives a quick review of
the Yamaha Wolverine and shows viewers how to reverse using the four-wheeler:. Continue
Reading. The Wolverine is a sport all-terrain vehicle manufactured by Yamaha Motor Company
from until Yamaha re-introduced the Wolverine brand name in for a side-by-side UTV model.
With a seat height of Yamaha ceased production of the Wolverine after the manufacturing run
and re-focused on other ATV models but it fit the entry-level sport market well during its run.
Though slightly under-powered it performed best on ATV trails by keeping up with larger sport
models. Here are the Yamaha Wolverine specs for thru The Wolverine has the appearance of a
sport ATV but it has utility traits. It has the independent suspension coveted in the ATV racing
community. The Wolverine is a tough little sport ATV. Your email address will not be published.
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safety information. This ATV should not be ridden by anyone under 16 years of age.
Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Troubleshooting chart Page 3 Yamaha experience in the
production of fine sporting, touring, and pace-setting racing machines. With the purchase of
this Yamaha, you can now appreciate the high degree of crafts- manship and reliability that
have made Yamaha a leader in these fields. Page 5 Please check your local riding laws and
regulations before operating this machine. Any reprinting or Oil temperature warning light
checking method They contain important information for safe and proper operation of your ATV.
Never remove any labels from your ATV. If a label becomes difficult to read or comes off, a
replacement label is available from your Yamaha dealer. An ATV handles differently from other
vehicles including motorcycles and cars. A collision or rollover can occur quickly, even during
routine maneuvers such as turning and riding on hills or over obstacles, if you fail to take
proper precautions. Page 14 Always avoid operating an ATV on any paved surfaces, including
sidewalks, driveways, park- ing lots and streets. Never operate an ATV on any public street,
road or highway, even a dirt or gravel one. Never operate an ATV without wearing an approved
motorcycle helmet that fits properly. You should also wear eye protection goggles or face shield
, gloves, boots, long-sleeved shirt or jacket, and long pants. Page 15 Always follow proper
procedures for turning as described in this manual. Practice turning at low speeds before
attempting to turn at faster speeds. Do not turn at excessive speed. Practice on smaller hills
before attempting larger hills. Page 16 Always use proper procedures if you stall or roll
backwards when climbing a hill. To avoid stall- ing, use proper gear and maintain a steady
speed when climbing a hill. If you stall or roll back- wards, follow the special procedure for
braking described in this manual. Dismount on the uphill side or to a side if pointed straight
uphill. Page 17 Always use the size and type tires specified in this manual. Always maintain
proper tire pressure as described in this manual. Never modify an ATV through improper
installation or use of accessories. Never exceed the stated load capacity for an ATV. Cargo
should be properly distributed and securely attached. Spark arrester Shift pedal 2. Battery Rear
brake lever 3. Headlight Parking brake 4. Rear brake pedal Main switch 5. Fuel cock Reverse
knob 6. Starter choke Speed limiter 7. Page Identification Number Records This number can be
used for ordering a new when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha key. Page Vehicle
Identification Number Record the information on this la- bel in the space provided. This
information will be needed to order spare parts from your Yamaha dealer. EBU Main switch
Functions of the respective switch positions are as follows: Engine can be started only at this
position and the headlight and taillight come on when the light switch is on. If the warning light
comes on during operation, stop the en- gine as soon as it is safe to do so and allow the engine
to cool down for about 10 minutes. Engine oil temperature and Ask a Yamaha dealer to
electrical circuit are OK. Go inspect the electrical circuit. Page Throttle Lever Check the
operation of the throttle lever before you start the engine. If it does not work smoothly, check
for the cause. Correct the problem before riding the ATV. Consult a Yamaha dealer if you 1.
Screwing in the ad- er and throttle. Pull it toward the handlebar to ap- ply the front brake. Rear
brake pedal 1. Front brake lever EBU Rear brake pedal and lever The brake pedal is located on
the right side of the machine and the brake lever is located on the left handlebar. Page Parking
Brake EBU Parking brake Use the parking brake when you have to start the engine or park the

machine, especially on a slope. Apply the rear brake lever while pushing the button, then push
in the lock plate to apply the parking brake. Squeeze the rear brake lever to release the parking
brake. This could cause loss of control or a collision. The brake could overheat if you ride the
ATV without releasing the parking brake. The fuel cock has three positions. OFF: With the lever
in this position fuel will not flow. A separate starter circuit supplies this mixture. Move in
direction a to turn on the starter choke. Move in direction b to turn off the starter choke. Page
Seat EBU Seat To install the seat, insert the projections on To remove the seat, pull the seat
lock lever the front of the seat into the seat holders and upward and pull up the seat at the rear.
NOTE: Make sure that the seat is securely fitted. If they must be stored, wrap them in
appropriate cushion material. E - Maximum Hard Adjust the spring preload as follows: To
increase the spring preload, turn the ad- juster in direction a. Failure to properly maintain the
ATV. If the brakes do not provide chine inspected by a Yamaha dealer. Brake fluid level brake
pads for wear. See page Check the brake fluid level. Page 43 Always check the brakes at the
start of every ride. Do not ride the ATV if you find any problem with the brakes. If a problem
cannot be corrected by the ad- justment procedures provided in this manual, have the ATV
inspected by a Yamaha dealer. Reserve: 1. Fuel expands when it heats up. If the fuel tank is
overfilled, fuel could spill out due to heat from the engine or the sun. Add oil as necessary. Page
Final Gear Oil Differential gear oil and fasteners before a ride. Take the machine Make sure the
differential gear oil is at the to a Yamaha dealer or refer to the Service specified level. See
Manual for correct tightening torque. Page Lights Check fluid level and fill if necessary. Use
only 1. The tires listed below have been ap- distilled water if refilling is necessary. See proved
by Yamaha Motor Co. Other tire combina- tions are not recommended. Page 49 2. The tires
should be set to the rec- 4. Use no more than the following ommended pressure: pressures
when seating the tire Recommended tire pressure beads. Front 25 kPa 0. NOTE: The
low-pressure tire gauge is included as standard equipment. Make two measure- ments of the
tire pressure and use the second reading. Dust or dirt in the gauge could cause the first reading
to be incorrect. Page Operation 2. Shift the transmission into neutral. Page 53 If start position.
The engine can be started in any gear if the rear brake lever is applied. However, it is
recommended to shift into neutral be- fore starting the engine. Pause a few seconds before the
EBU next attempt. Before shifting, stop the machine and re- 4. Check behind you for people or
obsta- turn the throttle lever to its closed posi- tion. The transmission allows you long distance.
Release the throttle lever. Otherwise, damage to the engine The machine could wheelie. This
would and drive train may result. Page To Decelerate EBU EBU To decelerate: Engine break-in
When slowing down or stopping, release the There is never a more important period in the
throttle and apply the brakes smoothly and life of your machine than the period between evenly.
As you slow down, shift to a lower zero and 20 hours. Page Parking If any abnormality is
noticed during this peri- od, consult a Yamaha dealer. Allow a cooling off period of five to ten
minutes after every hour of opera- tion. Bring the machine to a stop by applying the brakes in
low gear. Stop the engine. With the rear brake lever and pedal ap- Parking on a hill or other
incline. Your Yamaha dealer has a variety of accessories. The ATV may handle differ- genuine
Yamaha accessories. Other ac- ently than it does without accessories. You can measure tongue
weight handling of an ATV. Put the tongue of You must use common sense and good judg- the
loaded trailer on the scale with the ment when carrying cargo or towing a trailer. Although
conditions vary, Overloading this ATV or carrying or tow- it is good practice not to exceed 2nd
gear ing cargo improperly. Before you This ATV is mainly for utility use, but may also begin to
ride, be sure you have read this Own- be used for recreation. They should Beginners should get
training from a certified then regularly practice the skills learned instructor. Page 69 Not
recommended for children under 16 years of age. Could cause you to react more slowly. Page
74 Speed limiter WARNING For riders inexperienced with this model, this Indicates a potential
hazard that could model is equipped with a speed limiter in the result in serious injury or death.
The speed limiter limits the power and top speed of the machine. Do not operate at speeds too
fast for your Turning the screw in decreases top speed, skills or the conditions. Otherwise your
feet may con- Removing hands from handlebars or tact the rear wheels. Page 77 Avoid wheelies
and jumping. You may lose control of the machine or overturn. Page 78 Never modify this ATV
through improp- er installation or use of accessories. All parts and accessories added to this
ve- hicle should be genuine Yamaha or equivalent components designed for use on this ATV
and should be installed and used according to instructions. If you have questions, consult an
autho- rized ATV dealer. Page 79 Exhaust system The exhaust system on the machine is very
hot during and following operation. To prevent burns, avoid touching the exhaust system. Park
the machine in a place where pedestri- ans or children are not likely to touch it. Riding on paved
surfaces can cause loss of control. Paved surfaces may seriously affect handling and control of
the ATV, and may cause the vehicle to go out of con Page 81 Do not ride on any public road,

street or high- way. Riding on public roads can result in collisions with other vehicles. Page 82
Know the terrain where you ride. Ride cau- tiously in unfamiliar areas. Stay alert for holes,
rocks, or roots in the terrain, and oth- er hidden hazards which may cause the ma- chine to
upset. You could a caution flag on the machine. DO NOT use be injured. Page 85 Select a large,
flat area off-road to become fa- With the engine idling, lift the shift pedal to the miliar with your
ATV. Make sure that this area 1st gear position and then release the parking is free of obstacles
and other riders. You brake. Damage to the engine or drive Engaging a lower gear when the
engine train may occur. Page 88 Once you have learned this technique you should be able to
perform it at higher speeds or in tighter curves. Improper riding procedures such as abrupt
throttle changes, excessive braking, incorrect body movements, or too much speed for the
sharpness of the turn may cause the ATV to tip. Be sure that you can ma- for the ATV or for
your abilities. Climbing hills improperly. Page 93 Dismount on uphill side or to a side if pointed
straight uphill. ATV as possible. Page 95 As you regain proper maintain proper balance. Avoid
hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces. Shift your weight to the uphill side of the ATV.
Test your brakes shallow water of up to a maximum of 35 cm after leaving water. If necessary,
apply 14 inches in depth. Page 99 Test your brakes after leaving the water. Look out for
obstacles which could Improperly operating over obstacles. Be sure to keep your feet Could
cause loss of control or a colli- firmly mounted on the footboards at all times. Page If there is
room to do so by steering in the direc- unexpected and uncorrected, sliding could tion of the
slide. Bear in mind that You may lose control of this ATV. If your ATV starts to slide sideways:
This section is designed to be a reference Steer in the direction of the slide if you have guide
only. Be sure to read each section on the room. Page If your ATV is traversing a sloping
surface: Be sure to ride with your weight positioned towards the uphill side of the ATV to maintain proper balance. If the ATV starts to tip, steer down the hill if there are no obstacles in your
way to regain balance. Periodic inspection, adjustment and lubrica- tion will keep your machine
in the safest and most efficient condition possible. Safety is an EBU obligation of the machine
owner. All the torque settings and adjust them as neces- parts and accessories added to this
ve- sary. It is recommended that these items be serviced by a Yamaha dealer. Remove the
dipstick, and then check the Engine oil level measurement oil level. Place the ATV on a level
surface. The oil level should be between the max- 2. Warm up the engine for several minutes,
imum and minimum marks. Page Engine oil replacement and oil filter ele- ment cleaning 1.
Warm up the engine for several minutes, and then stop it. Place a container under the engine.
Remove the dipstick, and then remove the drain bolt to drain the oil. Page 6. Clean the oil
strainer and oil filter with sol- Tightening torque: vent. Drain bolt engine : 7. Check the O-ring for
damage and re- 32 Nm 3. Install the oil filter, O-ring, oil filter cover, Filter cover bolt: oil strainer,
compression spring and drain 8 Nm 0. Warm up the engine for several minutes at idle speed.
Check for oil leakage while warming up. Oil pressure check 1. Put a cloth around the cylinder.
Place the machine on a level place. Remove the oil filler bolt and check the oil level. It should be
up to the brim of the hole. If the level is low, add oil to raise it to the proper level. Page 2. Fill the
final gear case with oil. Place a container under the final gear Recommended oil: case to collect
the used oil. Remove the oil filler bolt and the drain Oil quantity: bolt to drain the oil. Place a
container under the differential 1. Remove the differential gear case cover. Remove the filler bolt
and drain bolt to drain the oil. Limited Slip Differential Oil quantity: Periodic oil change: 0. If any
damage is found, have them replaced by a Yamaha dealer. Page Spark Plug Inspection Do not
attempt to diagnose such problems yourself. Instead, take the machine to a Yamaha deal- er.
You should periodically remove and in- spect the spark plug because heat and deposits will
cause the spark plug to slowly break down and erode. If dust or water collects in this hose,
empty the hose and clean the air filter element and air filter case. Air filter case cover 3. Page 4.
Wash the element gently but thoroughly in solvent. Inspect the element. It should be cleaned
and lubri- quality foam air filter oil to the element. Tap the tailpipe lightly, then use a wire Be
sure the exhaust pipe and muffler are cool brush to remove any carbon deposits before
cleaning the spark arrester. Most Improper cleaning of the spark arrester. Page Idle Speed
Adjustment To prevent this, the valve clear- ance must be adjusted regularly. Loosen the
locknut. Apply the brake and inspect the wear indica- tors. Front 1. Page Brake Fluid Level
Inspection EBU Brake fluid level inspection Rear Insufficient brake fluid may let air enter the
brake system, possibly causing the brakes to become ineffective. Before riding, check that the
brake fluid is above the lower level and replenish when necessary. Observe these precautions:
Front 1. Page Brake Fluid Replacement Yamaha service performance. Be careful that water does
not enter the 2. Have a Yamaha dealer replace the fol- master cylinder when refilling. Water will
lowing components during periodic main- significantly lower the boiling point of the tenance or
when they are damaged or fluid and may result in vapor lock. If not, Operating with improperly
serviced or ask a Yamaha dealer to adjust it. Apply the rear brake pedal several times. Loosen

the rear brake cable and parking brake cable locknuts. Caliper adjusting bolt locknut 2. Caliper
adjusting bolt 1. Rear brake cable locknut 2. Page 5. Turn in the rear caliper adjusting bolt by
hand until it feels tight. Tightening torque: Caliper adjusting bolt locknut: 16 Nm 1. Page
Adjusting The Rear Brake Light Switch To make the brake procedures should be performed by a
light come on earlier, turn the adjusting nut in Yamaha dealer. To make the brake light come on
later, turn the adjusting nut in direction b. Turn the adjusting bolt counterclockwise to 2. Slowly
turn the adjusting bolt counter- decrease the clutch free play and turn it clock- clockwise until
resistance is felt. Then, wise to increase the free play. If the cables do not operate smoothly, ask
a Yamaha dealer to replace them. Elevate a wheel by placing a suitable When installing a wheel,
reverse the removal stand under the frame. Remove the nuts from the wheel. NOTE: 3. Remove
the wheel assembly. The arrow mark on the tire must point to- ward the rotating direction of the
wheel. Page 1. Tapered wheel nuts are used for both front and rear wheels. Install the nut with
its tapered side towards the wheel. Tapared nut 2. Tighten the wheel nuts to the specified
torque. Wheel nut torque: Front: 60 Nm 6. Add distilled water if the fluid level is low. When
inspecting the battery, be sure the breather hose is routed correctly. The battery fluid should be
ing. Always shield eyes when working checked at least once a month. When the machine is not
to be used for a month or longer, remove the battery and store it in a cool, dark place.
Completely recharge the battery before reusing. If the battery is to be stored for a longer period
than the above, check the specific gravity at least once a month and re- charge the battery when
it is too low. Page Fuse Replacement Then turn on the switch- An improper fuse can cause
damage to es. If the fuse immediately blows again, the electrical system which could lead
consult a Yamaha dealer. Remove the bulb holder cover, turn the If the headlight bulb burns
out, replace the bulb holder counterclockwise and re- bulb as follows: move the defective bulb.
Remove the screws holding the headlight unit assembly to the headlight body. Vertical
adjustment Open the storage box. See page 2. Remove the nuts together with washers. Bulb
holder 4. Remove the defective bulb from the bulb 1. Page Troubleshooting EBU
Troubleshooting Although Yamaha machines receive a rigid in- spection before shipment from
the factory, trouble may occur during operation. Any prob- lem in the fuel, compression, or
ignition sys- tems can cause poor starting and loss of power. The troubleshooting chart
describes a quick, easy procedure for making checks. Page Troubleshooting Chart Supply fuel.
No fuel. Compression There is compression. Compression normal. Use the electric starter to
see if there is compression. Ask a Yamaha dealer to No compression. Ignition Wipe clean with
dry cloth. Ignition system Spark good. CLEANING ter seepage and deterioration of wheel
Frequent, thorough cleaning of your machine bearings, brakes, transmission seals and will not
only enhance its appearance but will electrical devices. Many expensive repair improve its
general performance and extend bills have resulted from improper high the useful life of many
components. Operation with wet brakes after wash- 7. Automotive type wax may be applied to
ing. Page Storage Do not apply oil to fuel any rubber parts or the seat cover. NOTE: Use of fuel
stabilizer and conditioner elimi- nates the need to drain the fuel system. Con- sult a Yamaha
dealer if the fuel system needs to be drained instead. Page 7. Remove the battery and charge it.
Store it in a dry place and recharge it once a month. NOTE: Make any necessary repairs before
storing the machine. The chart below is printed only as a re- minder to you that the maintenance
work is required. It is not acceptable proof of maintenance work. Page Yamaha Extended
Service Y. Page EBU This manual is also suitable for: Yfmfxc Wolverine. Print page 1 Print
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Clutches 4. Clutch Component 1. Clutch Kit 1. Clutch Plate 1. Clutch Spring 1. Batteries 4.

Charging System 2. Charging 1. Voltage Regulators 1. Gauges 2. Ignition System 7. Ignition 7.
Bulb 2. Spark Plug 1. Starting System 4. Starter Replacement Parts 1. Starters 3. Switches 4. Air
Filters Carburetors Carburetor - Parts Carburetor Jets 1. Engine Components Camshaft
Components 1. Camshafts 2. Engine Parts 2. Engine Tools 2. Engine Valves 1. Top End Kits 3.
Valve Guides 1. Fuel Systems Intake 1. Intake Gasket 1. Engine Gaskets 1. Exhaust Gasket 2.
Gasket Kits 3. Seal Kits 1. Oil Filter 6. Exhaust 7. Exhaust Gaskets 2. Exhaust Systems 1.
Throttle Cables 3. Throttle Assembly 2. Heated Grips and Thumb Warmers 1. Brake Levers 3.
Clutch Levers 2. Luggage 1. Trunks 1. Seats 1. Tools 3. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension Idler Wheels
2. Tie Rod 1. Tie Rod End 4. Tires 8. Tire Chains 1. One Piece Wheels Center Cap 4. Lug Nut 2.
Wheel Spacers Enter Brands All Balls 3. AMS 7. Carlisle 1. Cometic 2. CST 1. Dennis
Stubblefield Sales 1. DID 1. DP Brakes 3. Dura Blue 2. Dynojet 1. EBC Eiko 2. EPI Performance 6.
Factory Spec Fire Power 1. Fuel Star 1. Galfer 2. HiFloFiltro 1. High Lifter 4. Hot Cams 2. ITP
Kibblewhite Precision Machining 2. Kimpex Kolpin 2. Maxxis 2. MBRP 1. Mikuni 1. Moose Motion
Pro 5. Namura 6. NGK 1. Outerwears 1. Parts Unlimited Pivot Works 2. Pro X 1. ProFilter 1.
Quadboss 1. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 8. Sedona Shindy 2. Shorai 1. STI Trail Tech 2. Twin Air
3. UNI 1. Vesrah 3. Wiseco 9. Yuasa 1. In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. Closeout Items
2. New Items 4. All Discounts 2. Exact Fit Possible Fit 3, We're sorry, there are no results for
your ride within this filtered selection. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part :
Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : BP. Part : Mfg Part : FS Part : Mfg Part : WE Part : Mfg Part : A Part :
Mfg Part : B. Part : Mfg Part : HF Part : Mfg Part : RS. Part
skoda rapid 2016
2004 grand prix water pump
1747 cp3 wiring diagram
: Mfg Part : VE Part : Mfg Part : M Dennis Kirk carries more Yamaha YFMFX Wolverine 4x4
products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest guaranteed
prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis Kirk has
been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your
back when it comes to bringing you the best Yamaha YFMFX Wolverine 4x4 products. We want
to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account.
Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback!
I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if
applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email
Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What are you into?
Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe.

